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Abstract 

When interacting with applications online consumers constantly disclose information about 

themselves. However, consumers do not only make information accessible to an entity (e.g., a 

merchant or market researcher) in the immediate disclosure-context (e.g., a purchase or a 

survey), but unconstrained online information flows (i.e., third-party sharing, remote 

transmission, and long-term storage) make information accessible beyond the disclosure-context; 

outside of consumers’ control. The common conceptualization of privacy as an individual’s 

control over access to personal information and privacy-regulation resulting from it, view 

disclosure of information as privacy-inconsistent behavior implying that any privacy 

expectations are relinquished upon it. This research argues that consumers retain privacy 

expectations post disclosure and investigates their dependence on communication modality, as 

the advent of voice-technology shifts the way consumers disclose information online from typing 

to speaking. The results of three studies suggest that consumers have higher expectations (i.e., 

lower acceptance of information flows beyond disclosure context) for speech versus text 

disclosures, identify increased feelings of ownership is a key driver of this effect, and test 

practically relevant countermeasures against higher privacy expectations for spoken disclosures. 

Of relevance to multiple stakeholders, the article discusses implications for the conceptualization 

of privacy, privacy-regulations, corporate responsibility, privacy-preserving application-design 

and targeted advertising. 
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Consumers spend an average of 6.5 hours a day interacting with technological 

applications connected to the internet (Statista 2020). Whenever they do so, they reveal 

information about themselves. Given advances in artificial intelligence algorithms, large-scale 

information processing, dissemination, and storage is automated and cheap. As such, disclosed 

information is commonly not only collected by and accessible to the company whose application 

a consumer interacts with for immediate usage, but often saved long-term for later usage and 

shared with other entities for commercial purposes. This unconstrained flow of consumer 

information online has made the protection of consumer privacy a pressing societal issue 

(Acquisti, Loewenstein, and Brandimarte 2015; Martin 2020; Nissenbaum 2018). 

Current regulations aimed at protecting consumer privacy are centered around notice-and-

choice regimes, an approach based on the tenet that consumers ought to be in charge of 

protecting their own privacy. Simply put, the idea is that before they disclose personal 

information, consumers should be informed about information flow practices (e.g., entities the 

information will be made accessible to), so that they can freely and willingly decide whether to 

disclose information. From a legal perspective, according to the “third-party doctrine,” voluntary 

disclosure of information to another party implies relinquishing any reasonable privacy 

expectations (Jaggadish 2020), essentially granting commercial information collectors free reign 

over information flow practices specified in privacy notices (e.g., whom it can be shared with, 

where it can be transmitted to, or how long it is saved; Nissenbaum 2010; Martin 2020). 

The notice-and-choice approach to privacy protection has merit. Indeed, having the 

opportunity to make informed and free disclosure decisions can be consumers’ first line of 

defense in protecting their privacy by giving them the option to not make information accessible 

in the first place. Yet, this approach also has an important limitation: it does not reflect the reality 
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of how consumers behave online (Hartzog 2017). It is well-established that most consumers do 

not read privacy notices, as the opportunity cost of doing so would be impractically high 

(McDonald and Cranor 2008). And even if consumers were to read such notices, they often 

would not have a choice other than to consentingly disclose, as not doing so would preclude 

them from participating in the marketplace (e.g., they would not be able to use online services; 

Jagadish 2020). 

Many scholars have therefore suggested that privacy protection through mere consumer 

responsibilization in the form of notice-and-choice pre disclosure is inadequate (e.g., Aquisti, 

Brandimarte, and Hancock 2022; Hartzog 2017; Martin 2016; Nissenbaum 2004; Bass 2019). 

Some have argued that privacy should instead be protected post disclosure, by better aligning 

information flow practices with consumers’ privacy expectations (PE); that is, with consumers 

normative beliefs about how information ought to flow once it has been disclosed (e.g., 

Nissenbaum 2010; 2018). The investigation of PE is of particular importance, as recent research 

suggests that consumers project their PE on privacy notices, such that they perceive them to offer 

greater protection than they actually do (Martin 2015a).  

Yet, to date, limited privacy research has examined factors that influence PE (but see e.g., 

Martin 2015a; 2020), focusing instead on factors that influence disclosure decisions (for reviews 

see Acquisti, Brandimarte, and Loewenstein 2015; 2020). This research aims to fill this gap by 

investigating how the fundamental means through which information disclosure occurs—i.e., 

communication modality—influences privacy expectations. In particular, we propose that 

consumers may foster higher PE for information disclosed through speech versus text and that 

such higher PE for information disclosed speaking stem from increased feelings of ownership 

over spoken content compared to typed content. 
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The idea that PE depend on communication modality is of importance in light of the fact 

that voice technology is rapidly shifting the way in which consumers interact with technological 

applications from typing to speaking (Melzner, Bonezzi, and Meyvis 2022). Moreover, the study 

of modality-dependent PE has implications for the conceptualization of privacy, the debate 

revolving around the “privacy paradox,” corporate social responsibility, design of privacy-

preserving applications, targeted advertising, and currently ongoing revisions to US privacy 

legislation; and as such should be of interest to a variety of important stakeholders in information 

privacy management. 

Conceptual Background 

Information privacy is concerned with the limits of access to personal information (e.g., Smith, 

Dinev, and Xu 2011). The strong focus of current privacy regulation on pre-disclosure notice-

and-choice and privacy research on disclosure decision-making (e.g., Adjerid, Acquisti, and 

Loewenstein 2019) is rooted in the widely held view of privacy as an individual’s control over 

making personal information accessible, which considers information disclosure as privacy-

inconsistent behavior. That is, by making information accessible through disclosure in the first 

place, consumers give up control over the information and must accept flows of information 

governing its further accessibility.  

Alternative views of privacy, such as Nissenbaum’s theory of contextual integrity (2004; 

2010; 2011; 2018) do not view information disclosure as the only decisive point at which privacy 

is either maintained through non-disclosure or relinquished through disclosure. Rather, privacy 

can be maintained despite disclosure by information flows that respect normative believes about 

how information ought to flow (PE). Contextual integrity is preserved and privacy is maintained 

when PE are met. When information flows counter to PE, privacy is violated, resulting in 
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reactance and loss of trust (Nissenbaum 2011; Martin 2020). The idea of privacy as contextual 

integrity is also in line with Altman’s (1975) privacy regulation theory, postulating that when 

people disclose information in a given context, they form a “dyadic boundary” that encompasses 

the self and the recipient, beyond which they expect the disclosed information ought not leak. 

Building on the notion of contextual PE, we argue that when consumers decide to 

disclose information online in interactions with technological applications, they do so expecting 

to be making the information accessible within the boundaries of the information-exchange, but 

not necessarily outside such boundaries. The boundaries of an information-exchange can be 

construed along three basic dimensions: spatial (the here), temporal (now), and social 

(disclosure-recipient in an information-exchange). To illustrate, consumers who disclose 

personal information in the context of a survey delivered through a technology application accept 

that the disclosed information will be accessible to the entity conducting the survey, but may find 

it less acceptable that information is made accessible 1. to other entities not directly involved 

(social), 2. at later times through long-term storage (temporal), or 3. elsewhere through 

transmission to other servers (spatial). 

 The extent to which consumers find flows of information beyond these boundaries 

acceptable depends on characteristics of the context of information exchange. That is, PE depend 

on the type of information disclosed (e.g., how sensitive information is) and on the information 

recipient (e.g., a doctor versus a telemarketer) (Nissenbaum 2010). But can PE also depend on 

the mere modality by which the same type of information is disclosed to the same recipient? The 

normative principle of procedural invariance implies that, as both speech and text equivalently 

function as carriers of information, PE should not depend on communication modality. However, 

we propose that consumers might have higher PE for information disclosed by speaking versus 
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typing. We contend that this occurs because consumers feel greater ownership over speech 

versus text information. 

Prior literature suggests that the voice is deeply linked to one’s sense of self (Crow, van 

Mersergen, and Payne 2019). This is because the voice is a unique representation of a person that 

emerges from anatomical, physiological, and psychological characteristics unique to each 

individual (Belin 2004). As such, the voice can be considered a manifestation of a very primal 

and embodied sense of self (i.e., the notion of “this is me”) (Blanke 2012; Gallagher 2000) of 

which a foundational aspect is a sense of ownership that refers to the special status of one’s own 

body; that is, the feeling that my body belongs to me (i.e., the notion of “this is mine”) 

(Gallagher 2000; Tsakiris 2017). Thus, the voice may retain the connection to the sense of self 

and create a feeling of ownership over spoken content. Increased ownership towards disclosed 

spoken information may then inform PE. That is, consumers may find it less acceptable that 

information that they feel is “theirs” is made accessible beyond the context in which they have 

decided to disclose it, by being saved indefinitely, transmitted elsewhere, and shared with other 

parties.  

We acknowledge that spoken and textual disclosures differ on multiple dimensions that 

may affect PE through mechanisms other than increased ownership. To elaborate, consumers 

typically have less self-control (Klesse, Levav, and Goukens 2015) and less deliberation and 

editing capabilities (Berger and Iyengar 2013) when speaking versus writing. Thus, consumers’ 

PE may be informed by discomfort with less “polished” content being made broadly accessible. 

Additionally, unlike text, speech output usually only exists for the time content is being uttered 

and is thus inherently constrained to the immediate disclosure-context. The ephemerality of 

physical speech output is salient, while its digital recording (rendering it as permanent as text) is 
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unobtrusive. Thus, while being attuned to the former without consciously considering the latter, 

consumers may perceive speech to be less likely to transcend the disclosure-context (Melzner, 

Bonezzi, and Meyvis 2022), which may lead to reduced acceptability (i.e., increased PE). 

Finally, the unique voice as the carrier of speech may not only increase ownership by creating a 

connection to consumers’ sense of self, but also allows others to identify consumers and thus can 

increase perceived identifiability (Melzner, Bonezzi, and Meyvis 2022). Identifiability could 

affect PE as it may increase perceived risks of potential misuse of information, which is 

amplified by information accessibility beyond the disclosure-context.  

Empirical Overview 

Across three experiments we provide evidence for increased PE for spoken disclosures and test 

the proposed ownership account via moderation (1 and 2) and mediation (3) while probing the 

viability of alternative explanations. In all studies, we assessed PE on the social, temporal, and 

spatial dimension using five items rated on scales from 1 (=not at all acceptable) to 9 (=very 

acceptable). Specifically, we assessed the social dimension in terms of acceptability of access to 

disclosed information by the researchers who conduct the survey, undefined others, and a third-

party company reflecting different gradations in connection to the disclosure context. To 

elaborate, the researchers are not part of the immediate disclosure context but the indirect target 

of disclosure (which is often the case in online consumer-firm interactions) with the highest 

information access legitimacy. Not further specified others reflect the uncertainty about 

association with the disclosure context and thus uncertainty of access legitimacy (e.g., subsidiary 

versus data-broker). A third-party company reflects a party that is clearly removed from the 

disclosure context and should have lowest access legitimacy. While different degrees of social 

access are practically relevant and intuitively interpretable, discrete time periods for which 
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information is stored or specific locations information is transmitted to, provide limited practical 

insight and may be easier to interpret categorically. That is, usually information is either 

processed locally and only kept for the current interaction or more commonly transmitted 

remotely and stored long-term. As such, the temporal (spatial) dimension is assessed in terms of 

acceptability of indefinite storage (remote transmission) of disclosures. Since PE are assessed by 

means of acceptability ratings, higher PE are reflected in lower acceptability ratings. Thus, we 

reverse-coded items, such that higher scores can be interpreted as higher PE. Of note, while 

reflecting different dimensions, the five items consistently load on a single factor with high 

internal consistency (αs=.87-.91). In each study, we included additional measures, whose 

analyses are reported in Appendix 1.  

Study 1 

This study aimed to document higher PE for spoken versus textual disclosures and to 

provide first insights into the nature of the underlying mechanism by testing: speech-

transcription. If increased PE are due to mechanisms arising from characteristics of speech 

output (the mere act of speaking), immediate transcription into text should (not) attenuate them.  

 Participants were seated in private rooms and introduced to a dating survey, in which they 

were asked eleven open-ended questions (demographics: e.g., age; dating related: e.g., attractive 

attributes) to keep the contents of disclosures similar. 175 (Gender: 100 female, 72 male, 1 other, 

2 did not indicate; Age: M=19.74, SD=.95) of 182 undergraduates completed the study and were 

assigned to one of three modality conditions (no differential drop-out: χ2(2)=2.04, p=.361). In the 

text condition, participants read the questions and answered by typing. In the speech condition, 

participants heard the questions through headphones, clicked on a button when ready to speak 

and were told that they could overwrite responses by clicking the icon again. Unbeknownst to 
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participants, responses were solely recorded in text form. The procedure in the speech-

transcription condition closely resembled the speech condition. However, participants were 

informed that their spoken responses will be immediately transcribed and were shown the 

transcript following each response. Afterwards, participants indicated PE. 

Results 

 Participants answered almost all open-ended questions (i.e., provided a non-evasive 

response related to the question) with no difference between conditions (MOverall=.98, 

SDOverall=.08, F<1). 

A 3(Modality: Text, Speech, Speech-Transcription) x 5(Dimension: Researcher-Access, 

Others-Access, Company-Access, Indefinite Storage, Remote Transmission) mixed ANOVA 

revealed significant main effects of dimension (F(4,688)=107.00,  p< .001, ηp
2=.38) and 

modality (F(2,172)=9.68, p<.001, ηp
2=.10), but no interaction (F(8,688)=1.08, p=.373, ηp

2=.01; 

figure 1).  

Collapsing across modality to decompose the effect of dimension, participants’ PE on the 

social dimension reflected the assumed gradation. That is, participants had lowest PE for 

researcher access (i.e., found researcher access most acceptable) (M=3.38, SD=2.50) followed by 

unspecified others (M=5.57, SD=2.91, t(174)=11.43, p<.001, d=.86), and a third-party company 

(M=6.31, SD=2.75, t(174)=5.05,  p<.001, d=.38). PE for indefinite storage (M=6.03, SD=2.71) 

ranged between unspecified others (t(174)=3.05, p=.003, d=.23) and third-party company access 

(t(174)=1.98, p=.050,d = .15). PE for remote transmission (M=6.44, SD=2.71) are rated similarly 

to third-party company access (t(174)=1.03, p=.306, d=.08).  

Collapsing across dimension to decompose the effect of modality, PE were higher in the 

speech (M=6.57, SD=1.93) than both the text (M=5.07, SD=2.31, t(172)=3.70, p<.001, d=.68) 
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and speech-transcription condition (M=4.98, SD=2.35, t(172)=3.91, p<.001, d=.73). The latter 

conditions did not differ (t<1, p=.809, d=.05). PE across dimensions vary similarly as a function 

of modality as indicated by the lack of interaction. 

Discussion 

These results suggest that consumers retain PE post-disclosure and that such PE are  

nuanced. That is, while PE for access by researchers, who are associated with the immediate 

disclosure-context, are low (i.e., considered acceptable), PE are higher for information flows 

beyond the boundaries of the disclosure-context (i.e., considered less acceptable to various 

degrees). Importantly, PE vary as a function of modality, such that consumers have higher PE for 

spoken versus textual disclosures as proposed. However, when participants’ speech is directly 

transcribed, PE for transcribed information is comparable to information disclosed textually in 

the first place, suggesting that higher PE for spoken disclosures are not due to the mere act of 

speaking but a function of speech output characteristics.  

Study 2 

Study 2 aimed to replicate the previous results, using both different information contents 

and a different paradigm, and to test further practically relevant countermeasures (recording-

salience and voice-modification) whose comparison allows to identify the specific speech output 

characteristic higher PE are based on. If consumers higher PE for spoken disclosures are based 

on (mis-)perceptions of ephemerality (voice-uniqueness), making speech-recording salient 

(modifying the voice-print) should reduce PE for spoken disclosures.  

Participants completed a consumer survey consisting of eight demographic (e.g., gender), 

personal (e.g., free time activities), and consumption related (e.g., last purchase) questions on 

their personal devices. 223 (Gender: 109 female, 94 male, 1 other, 10 did not to indicate, audio-
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recording errors made the responses from 9 participants unavailable; Age: M=20.26, SD=1.11) of 

230 undergraduates completed the survey and were assigned to one of four modality conditions 

(no differential drop-out: χ2(3)=2.25, p=.522).  

In the text condition, participants read the questions and answered by typing. In the 

speech condition, participants heard the questions and recorded their spoken responses after 

clicking on a microphone icon. The recording-salience and voice-modification conditions 

resembled the speech condition with the following differences. In the recording-salience 

condition, participants were explicitly informed about being recorded in advance, shown a 

blinking red “rec” icon and a wave oscillating with detected speech input during their response, 

and played back every response. In the voice-modification condition, participants were informed 

that their voice recording will be distorted and presented with an example audio recording of the 

distorted and pitch-shifted recording of ostensibly a prior participant answering one of the survey 

questions. While retaining intelligibility, this modification noticeably removed uniqueness of the 

vocal print rendering voices unrecognizable and indistinguishable. After each response, 

participants were told that their response is being distorted. Then, participants rated PE. 

Results 

Participants answered almost all open-ended questions with no difference between 

conditions (MOverall=.94, SDOverall=.16, F(3,210)=2.00, p=.115, η2=.03). 

A 4(Modality: Text, Speech, Recording-Salience, Voice-Modification) x 5(Dimension: 

Researcher-Access, Others-Access, Company-Access, Indefinite Storage, Remote Transmission) 

mixed ANOVA revealed main effects of dimension (F(4,876)=138.63, p<.001, ηp
2=.39) and 

modality (F(3,219)=5.67, p<.001,ηp
2=.07), but no interaction (F<1; figure 2). 
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Collapsing across modality, participants again had lowest PE for researcher access 

(M=2.97, SD=2.31), followed by unspecified others (M=5.37, SD=2.76, t(222)=14.08, p<.001, 

d=.94), and third-party company (M=6.12, SD=2.71, t(222)=6.55, p<.001, d=.44). PE for 

indefinite storage (M=5.67, SD=2.75) ranged between unspecified others’ (t(222)=1.81, p=.072, 

d=.12) and third-party company access (t(222)=3.08, p=.002,d=.15). PE for remote transmission 

was rated similarly to third-party company access (M=6.13, SD=2.68, t<1, p=.920, d=.01).  

Collapsing across modality, PE were higher in the speech (M=5.71, SD=2.08) versus text 

condition (M=4.51, SD=2.08, t(219)=3.02, p=.003, d=.57). PE in the recording-salience 

condition (M=5.92, SD=2.06) did not differ from the speech condition (t<1, p=.606, d=.10) but 

were higher than in the text condition (t(219)=3.54, p<.001, d=.67). However, PE in the voice-

modification condition (M=4.86, SD=2.27) were lower than in both the speech (t(219)=2.10, 

p=.037, d=.40) and recording-salience (t(219)=3.61, p=.010, d=.50) conditions and did not differ 

from the text condition, (t<1, p=.381, d=.17). PE across dimensions vary similarly as a function 

of modality as indicated by the lack of an interaction. 

Discussion 

 These results replicate the effect of modality-dependent PE. While recording-salience did 

not reduce PE for spoken disclosures, voice-modification did. This finding is inconsistent with a 

speech-ephemerality account, but  consistent with both the proposed ownership and an 

identifiability account as voice-modification not only breaks the connection to the self but also 

renders the voice unrecognizable to others.  

Study 3 

While the previous moderation studies testing practically relevant countermeasures are consistent 

with the proposed ownership account, they do not provide evidence that can be accounted for by 
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it exclusively. Thus, this study aimed to directly pit the ownership against an identifiability 

account through competing mediation, which both are based on the same output characteristic, 

voice-uniqueness. 

Participants were seated in private rooms and completed a consumer survey consisting of 

eight questions (similar to study 2). All 113 undergraduates completed the survey (Gender: 53 

female, 59 male, 1 preferred not to indicate; Age: M=19.82, SD=1.29) and were assigned to one 

of two conditions. In the text condition, participants read the questions and answered by typing. 

In the speech condition, participants heard the questions and subsequently spoke responses after 

clicking on a microphone icon. In addition to PE, we assessed ownership with for items (α=.76) 

by measuring the extent to which records of responses are something 1=personal – 

9=impersonal, 1=connected to me – 9=disconnected from me; belong to 1=me – 9=the 

researchers who conduct the survey (items reverse-coded) and the extent of felt personal 

ownership towards records of responses (1=not at all – 9=very much). As a measure of 

identifiability, participants indicated to what extent they feel like the records of their responses 

make them identifiable as an individual. (1=not at all identifiable – 9=very identifiable). 

Results 

Participants answered almost all open-ended questions with no difference between 

conditions (MOverall=.99, SDOverall=.04, F(1,111)=1.76,  p=.187, η2=.02). 

PE. A 2(Modality: Text, Speech) x 5(Dimension: Researcher-Access, Others-Access, 

Company-Access, Indefinite Storage, Remote Transmission) mixed ANOVA revealed main 

effects of dimension (F(4,444)=94.96, p<.001, ηp
2=.46) and modality (F(1,111)=9.25,  p=.003, 

ηp
2=.08) but no interaction (F(4,444)=1.21, p=.306, ηp

2=.01; figure 3). 

Collapsing across modality, participants’ PE on the social dimension were lowest for  
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researcher access (M=3.27, SD=2.20), followed by unspecified others’ (M=6.08, SD=2.74, 

t(112)=11.78, p<.001, d=1.11), and third-party company (M=7.10, SD=2.38, t(112)=5.80, 

p<.001, d=.55). PE for indefinite storage (M=6.02, SD=2.62) were not significantly different 

from unspecified others’ access (t(112)=.24, p=.808, d=.02), but lower than third-party company 

access (t(112)=5.25, p<.001, d=.49). PE for remote transmission (M=6.67, SD=2.42) were higher 

than for indefinite storage (t(112)=3.59, p<.001, d=.34), but lower than for third-party company 

access (t(112)=2.99, p=.002, d=.28).  

Collapsing across dimension, PE were higher in the speech (M=6.38, SD=1.85) than the 

text condition (M=5.27, SD=2.01). PE across dimensions vary similarly as a function of modality 

as indicated by the lack of an interaction. 

Felt ownership was higher in the speech (M=6.29, SD=1.63) versus text condition 

(M=5.47, SD=1.71; F(1,111)=6.71,  p=.011, η2=.06). 

Perceived identifiability was higher in the speech (M=6.46, SD=1.79) indicated versus 

text condition (M=4.80, SD=1.93; F(1,111)=22.24, p<.001, η2=.17).     

A mediation analysis using modality as independent variable (text=0; speech=1), the PE-

index (averaged across the five dimensions) as dependent variable, and ownership and 

identifiability as competing mediators, revealed a significant indirect effect through ownership 

(b=.43, SE=.20, CI95%[.10;.87]) but not identifiability (b=-.18, SE=.15, CI95%[-.49;.10]). 

Adjusting for the indirect effect of ownership, the direct effect of modality remains significant 

(b=.69, SE=.34, CI95%[.02;1.36], p=.042), indicating partial mediation. 

Discussion 

These results suggest ownership as a significant driver of modality-dependent PE. The 

lack of an indirect effect through identifiability may appear counterintuitive. That is, higher 
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identifiability could increase PE because externalization of information beyond the boundaries of 

the disclosure-context could amplify perceived risk of harm that could be incurred from 

information that is more identifiable. However, for increased risk perceptions to arise, 

information may need to have a certain degree of sensitivity (John, Acquisti, and Loewenstein 

2013) and the requested information was arguably relatively innocuous given the non-intrusive 

nature of the questions (participants rated sensitivity significantly below the midpoint with no 

difference between modality; see Appendix 1). Consequently, for identifiability effects to occur a 

high degree of sensitivity may be a necessary condition, which an ownership process does not 

require. That is, ownership towards disclosure appears to drive PE irrespective of the nature of 

the information and rather as a matter of principle (i.e., what’s mine may not be broadly 

disseminated outside of my control).  

General Discussion 

These results suggest that even when disclosure rates are high1, consumers do retain PE 

expectations post disclosure. While participants consistently found information access by the 

survey conductors generally acceptable (close association with the disclosure context), 

acceptability decreased for access by other entities, indefinite storage, and remote transmission 

(information flow beyond boundaries of disclosure-context). Importantly, PE were generally 

higher (i.e., lower acceptability) for spoken versus textual disclosures despite comparable 

disclosure rates2. Consistent with the proposed ownership account, the practically relevant 

countermeasures speech-transcription and voice-modification moderated the effect.  

 
1 We acknowledge that disclosure rates vary as a function of requested information and are likely lower with higher 

sensitivity (Acquisti, Brandimarte, and Loewenstein 2013). 
2 While in the context of relatively innocuous open-ended questions, disclosure propensity did not vary depending 

on modality, in other contexts modality likely influences disclosure propensity itself (Melzner, Bonezzi, and Meyvis 

2022). 
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 This research contributes to the literature on privacy by extending Nissenbaum’s theory 

of privacy as contextual integrity. That is, we conceptualize the disclosure–context along spatial 

(the here), temporal (the now) and social (disclosure-recipient) boundaries and suggest modality 

as important determinant of PE for information flows on these dimensions in addition to 

information recipient and type of information. Further, this research contributes to the debate on 

the “privacy paradox.” A vast amount of research has been dedicated to the investigation of 

discrepancies between consumers’ reported privacy interest and their actual disclosure behavior 

with various explanations (see Acquisti, Brandimarte, and Loewenstein 2020). However, for this 

discrepancy to be paradoxical, disclosure must be considered inherently privacy-inconsistent 

behavior which either implies that consumers do not have PE (do not really care about privacy) 

or at least that PE have been traded away (care little about privacy) (Martin 2020). In line with 

views of privacy as contextual integrity (Nissenbaum 2010), privacy as social contract (Martin 

2015b), and privacy regulation theory (Altman 1975) our findings suggest that consumers do 

retain reasonable PE post-disclosure. This is counter to a foundational assumption of the privacy 

paradox (Martin 2020) and questions the common conceptualization of privacy merely as an 

individual’s control over allowing access to personal information. This binary “all or nothing” 

notion of privacy, whereby privacy terminates upon disclosure (see also Jaggadish 2020), if 

taken seriously, implies that privacy can only be maintained in a state of isolation. However, 

information disclosures and disclosure requests are a fundamental prerequisite for a functioning 

marketplace (e.g., merchants need to access credit card information in the buying process). Put 

simply: “The data isn’t really the problem. It’s who gets to see and use that data that creates 

problems.” (Pew Research 2016, p. 9). Acknowledging that privacy does not end upon 

disclosure, that consumers retain PE, and that PE depend on modality has implications for many 
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actors in the online information ecosystem; particularly as consumers increasingly interact online 

using their voice rather than their hands. 

To elaborate, the privacy paradox has often been cited as a justification for industry 

practices of unconstrained information flows (e.g., Chamorro-Premuzic and Nahai 2017) arguing 

that consumers’ privacy interests as stated preference are not important to consider in light of 

information disclosure as a revealed preference. Acknowledging that disclosure cannot be taken 

as evidence against PE necessitates a conceptualization of privacy beyond an individual’s control 

over making information accessible. As such privacy management responsibilities cannot be 

solely put on the shoulders of consumers but must be reallocated to be shared with information 

collectors and users with implications for managers and marketers at consumer-facing firms. 

To elaborate, it is not sufficient for information collectors to provide accurate information 

about data handling practices. Rather, the scope of corporate social responsibility ought to be 

expanded to an obligation to identify and respect PE (Martin 2020). While PE may vary across 

different consumer-firm constellations, types of disclosed information or individual differences 

(e.g., Nissenbaum 2018; Martin 2015a), the modality of information disclosure permeates such 

differences. This research suggests practical means to attenuate consumers’ higher PE for spoken 

disclosures through immediate transcription and voice modification and thus provides insights 

into privacy-preserving application design that can be implemented in the back-end without 

affecting user experience: Given that transcripts are generally created in addition to audio 

records, firms may forgo the processing of the latter. Additionally, firms could employ recently 

developed techniques that “sanitize” speech of unique vocal characteristics in real time and 

locally on a device before transferring it to the cloud (e.g., Han et al. 2020). 
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Beyond a philosophical argument for privacy as a core value necessary for development 

personal freedom and establishment of trusting relationships in society that mandates respect for 

PE (Cohen 2013; Nissenbaum 2010; Martin 2020), adherence to stakeholder norms is important 

for corporate success (Maignan and Ferrell 2004). That is, when PE are met by some consumer-

facing firms but not others, those that do meet PE can gain a competitive advantage. Further, 

consumers’ distaste for prevailing unconstrained information flow practices in information usage 

for advertising purposes has been long known (Tucker 2012) yet has often been ignored due to 

the reasons mentioned above. However, dismissing consumers’ PE can come at a cost as prior 

research has demonstrated that advertising that reveals unacceptable information flows is less 

effective (Kim, Barasz, and John 2019). In Appendix 2, we report an additional study showing 

that a targeted ad reflecting information flows beyond the boundaries of the disclosure-context 

leads to increased feelings of privacy violation and reduced ad effectiveness when the ad is based 

on the contents of Google voice versus text searches. 

 While there are some incentives for industry self-regulation as discussed above, many 

privacy scholars across disciplines agree that sufficient privacy protection can only be achieved 

through policy intervention (e.g., Acquisti, Brandimarte, and Loewenstein 2022; Krishna 2020). 

Many legal scholars have noted that current US regulations characterized by scattered sector-

specific statutes are ill-equipped for privacy protection of voice-captured data (e.g., Bass 2019). 

The finding that higher PE for spoken disclosures are–at least in part–due to feelings of 

ownership ties in with a recent proposition that voice-captured information could be classified as 

independent property class that derives from an individuals’ private physical being. As such, this 

information is not designed to be a commercial asset and remains property of the originator. This 
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would allow the application of the legal framework of property law to curtail unconstrained 

information flows for commercial purposes (see Smith 2018).  

While this could be one way to address the issue of privacy regulations of spoken 

disclosures specifically, a general rethinking in privacy legislation is necessary that significantly 

goes beyond consumer responsibilization through notice-and-choice regimes. New regulation 

approaches could impose inherent caps on commercial data handling practices to curtail 

information flows on the spatial (restriction of information transmission outside of the 

jurisdiction), temporal (restriction on length of storage) social dimension (restrictions on third-

party sharing and selling). This has–to some extent–been done in the EU through the right to be 

forgotten and the principles of data minimization, purpose limitation, and confidentiality (GDPR 

2016; see also Bass 2019). Further, fiduciary responsibilities could be imposed on data 

collectors, legally requiring them to act in consumers’ interest (e.g., Balkin 2015), which would 

entail identifying and respecting consumers PE. 

Conclusion 

Acknowledging the legitimacy of reasonable PE post disclosure implies moving beyond the 

prevailing consideration of personal information as mere commercial asset and its privacy 

protection a matter of individual consumer choices. It necessitates larger industry responsibilities 

in privacy protection guided by policy-mandates and overseen by governmental bodies. 

Recently, multiple proposals revising privacy regulations have been introduced in U.S. Congress 

and over twenty states. While, in their current form, their implementation would not yield 

substantive improvements (for a review and critique see Waldman 2020), this is a fortuitous time 

for scholarship to inform public policy and we hope this investigation can provide impetus for 

future research. 
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APPENDIX 1 – ADDITIONAL MEASURES AND ANALYSES STUDIES 1–3 

Study 1 

Additional Measures 

As additional measures, participants indicated the extent to which they feel like their 

answers made them identifiable as individual (1-9), the extent to which they think that the 

information they revealed about themselves in their answers to the survey questions is sensitive 

(1-9), and rated how comfortable they felt answering the survey questions (1-9). All survey 

materials including exact item wording are available on OSF (Link). Finally, we extracted the 

word count for all responses using the lexical suite program (Rocklage and Fazio 2015) and 

calculated the mean word count for each participant. 

Due to an error, the first 38 participants were not asked to indicate their level of comfort 

resulting in only 137 responses. Even though privacy expectations were assessed before the 

degree of comfort, we reanalyzed privacy expectations including only the 137 participants, who 

were presented with all questions. This analysis yields highly comparable results.  

Results 

Perceived Identifiability. A 3 (Modality: Text, Speech, Speech-Transcription) one-way 

ANOVA revealed a significant effect (F(2,172)=3.44, p=.034, η2=.04). Perceived identifiability 

in the speech condition (M =5.14, SD=2.51) was marginally higher than in the text (M=4.42, 

SD=2.18, t(172)=2.68, p=.094, d=.31) and significantly higher than in the speech-transcription 

condition (M=4.04, SD=2.19, t(172)=2.58, p=.011, d=.48). The latter two conditions did not 

differ (t(172)=.91, p=.363, d=.17). 

Perceived Sensitivity. The same ANOVA on perceived sensitivity revealed no significant 

effect (MOverall=4.93, SDOverall=2.08, F(2,172)=1.66, p=.193, η2=.02).  
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Comfort. The same ANOVA on comfort revealed a significant effect (F(1,134)=6.38,  

p=.002, η2=.09). Comfort answering the questions was higher in the text (M=6.15, SD=2.46) 

versus both the speech (M=4.46, SD=2.42, t(134)=3.38, p=.001, d=.70) and speech-transcription 

condition (M=4.80, SD=2.37, t(134)=2.67, p=.009, d=.56). The latter two conditions did not 

differ (t(134)=.67, p=.507, d=.14). 

Word count. The same ANOVA on word count revealed a significant effect 

(F(2,172)=4.38, p=.014, η2=.05). On average, word count in the speech-transcription condition 

(M=4.16, SD=2.12) was significantly lower than in the text (M=6.50, SD=5.16, t(172)=2.93, 

p=.004, d=.54) and marginally lower than in the speech condition (M=5.65, SD=4.87, 

t(172)=1.86, p=.064, d=.35). The latter two did not differ (t(172)=1.07, p=.285, d=.20). 

Mediation analysis. Out of the additional measures, only the pattern in perceived 

identifiability could account for the privacy expectations findings. Thus, we conducted a 

mediation analysis using the (process model 4; Hayes 2017) with 10,000 bootstrap resamples 

with modality as multi-categorical independent variable (speech=0; text=1, speech-

transcription=2), perceived identifiability as mediator, and the privacy expectations index as 

dependent variable. However, no significant indirect effect of perceived identifiability emerged 

neither for the speech and text (b=.06, SE=.08, CI95%[-.24;.06]) nor the speech and speech-

transcription comparison (b=.10, SE=.10, CI95%[-.33; .08]). 

 

Study 2 

Post-test 

Given that distortion and pitch-shift was used as manipulation in the voice-modification 

condition, a post-test assessed the intelligibility of the modified spoken content in the audio file: 
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“I bought an Ipad. I really like it. I use it a lot.” To this end 180 participants from the same 

population as recruited for study 2 were presented with the audio file and asked to type what they 

heard. Three participants provided nonsensical transcripts (e.g., “lolololol”) and were thus 

excluded, such that 177 participants remained (Gender: 89 female, 87 male, 1 did not want to 

specify; Age: M=19.63, SD=1.52).  

For each participant, we counted the number of correctly transcribed words and divided it 

by the total number of words (=13) to calculate the percentage of correctly transcribed words. On 

average, participants transcribed 81.61% (≈11/13 words) of the content correctly (SD=17.21%). 

36.2% of participants transcribed the entire content (i.e., all 13 words) correctly. Consequently, 

the content was intelligible despite applied pitch-shift and distortion. 

Additional Measures 

We assessed ephemerality by means of likelihood expectations of information. That is, to the 

extent that consumers feel like spoken responses are more ephemeral than typed responses they 

should it find it less likely that information is accessible beyond the disclosure context. 

Specifically, participants indicated to what extent, while answering the survey questions, they 

expected that their responses would be transmitted somewhere else, be saved and accessible at a 

later time, be accessible to other parties not present now (1-9). These measures loaded on a 

single factor and showed high internal consistency (α=.83) and were thus averaged into an 

ephemerality score.  

Then, participants indicated the extent to which they feel like their responses made them 

identifiable as individual (1-9), the extent to which they think that the information they revealed 

about themselves in their answers to the survey questions is sensitive (1-9), and rated how 

comfortable they felt answering the survey questions (1-9). As exploratory measure of perceived 
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value of information, participants indicated how valuable to others they think the information 

they provided in their survey responses is (1-9). All survey materials including exact item 

wording are available on OSF (Link). Responses contained in audio files3 were transcribed by 

research assistants and then removed. We again extracted the word count for all responses using 

the lexical suite program (Rocklage and Fazio 2015) and calculated the mean word count for 

each participant. 

Results 

Ephemerality. A 4(Modality: Text, Speech, Voice-Modification, Recording-Salience) 

one-way ANOVA on the ephemerality index revealed no significant effect (MOverall=5.03, 

SD=2.13; F<1). 

Perceived Identifiability. The same ANOVA on perceived identifiability revealed a 

significant main effect (F(3, 219)=4.67, p=.004, η2=.06). Perceived identifiability was higher in 

the speech (M=5.29, SD=2.21) than in the text condition (M=3.98, SD=1.91, t(219)=3.25, 

p=.001, d=.61). Perceived identifiability in the recording-salience condition (M=4.84, SD=2.30) 

did not differ from the speech condition (t(219)=1.11, p=.270, d=.21) but was higher than in the 

text condition (t(219)=2.13, p=.034, d=.40). Perceived identifiability in the voice-modification 

condition (M=4.11, SD=2.09) did not differ from the text condition, (t<1, p=.751, d=.06) but was 

significantly lower than in the speech (t(219)=2.89, p=.004, d=.55) and marginally lower than in 

the recording-salience condition (t(219)=1.79, p=.075, d=.34). 

Perceived Sensitivity. The same ANOVA on perceived sensitivity revealed no significant 

effect (MOverall=4.42, SD=2.18; F<1). 

 
3 Audio files from nine participants were unavailable (likely due to browser incompatibility with 

Cameratag). 
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Comfort. The same ANOVA on comfort revealed no significant effect (MOverall = 5.98, SD 

= 2.16; F < 1). 

Perceived information value. The same ANOVA on perceived information value revealed 

no significant effect (MOverall=4.84, SD=2.03; F(3, 219)=1.50, p=.217, η2=.02). 

Word count. The same ANOVA on word count revealed a significant effect (F(3, 

219)=13.35, p<.001, η2=.16). Average word count was lowest in the text condition (M=2.98, 

SD=1.59), followed by the speech condition (M=4.67, SD=4.07 t(214)=2.40, p=.017, d=.45), the 

recording-salience condition (M=6.29, SD=4.22, t(214)=2.26, p=.025, d=.43), and the voice-

modification condition (M=7.17, SD=4.48, t(214)=3.47, p<.001, d=.67).  

Mediation Analysis. Out of the additional measures, only the pattern in perceived 

identifiability could account for the privacy expectations findings. Thus, we conducted a 

mediation analysis using the (process model 4; Hayes 2017) with 10,000 bootstrap resamples 

with modality as multi-categorical independent variable (speech=; text=1, voice-modification= 2, 

and voice recording = 3) using the speech condition as reference, perceived identifiability as 

mediator, and the privacy expectations index as dependent variable. However, no significant 

indirect effect of perceived identifiability on privacy expectations emerged neither for the 

speech–text (b=.04, SE=.11, CI95%[-.17;.29]), the speech–voice-modification (b=.04, SE=.10, 

CI95%[-.15;.26]) nor the speech–speech-recording comparison (b=.02, SE=.05, CI95%[-.08;.14]). 

 

Study 3 

Additional Measures 

We assessed ephemerality by means of likelihood expectations of information similarly to study 

2. Specifically, participants indicated to what extent, while answering the survey questions, they 
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expected that their responses would leave a permanent record, be accessed by somebody else 

who is not present now, and would be transmitted somewhere (1-9). Again, these measures 

loaded on a single factor and showed adequate internal consistency (α=.70) and were thus 

averaged into an ephemerality score.  

Then participants indicated the extent to which they think that the information they 

revealed about themselves in their answers to the survey questions is sensitive (1-9) and rated 

how comfortable they felt answering the survey questions (1-9). As exploratory measure of 

information quantity, participants rated how much information about themselves they think they 

provided in their responses (1-9). Finally, as exploratory measure of paralinguistic information, 

participants indicated the extent to which they think that the way in which they typed or spoke 

their responses revealed something about themselves (1-9). All survey materials including exact 

item wording are available on OSF (Link). Responses contained in audio files were transcribed 

by research assistants and then removed. We again extracted the word count for all responses 

using the lexical suite program (Rocklage and Fazio 2015) and calculated the mean word count 

for each participant. 

Results 

Ephemerality. A 2(Modality: Text, Speech) one-way ANOVA on the ephemerality index 

revealed no significant effect (MOverall=5.83, SD=1.91; F<1). 

Perceived Sensitivity. The same ANOVA on perceived sensitivity revealed no significant 

effect (text condition: M=3.93, SD=2.27; speech condition: M=4.39, SD=2.27; F(1,111)=1.14, 

p=.287, η2=.01).   

Comfort. The same ANOVA on comfort revealed a significant effect (F(1,111)=5.76, 

p=.018, η2=.05). Comfort answering the survey questions was higher in the text (M=6.54, 
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SD=2.12) versus speech condition (M=5.51, SD=2.42). A mediation analysis using the Process 

Macro Model 4 (Hayes 2017) with 10,000 bootstrap resamples using modality as independent 

variable (text=0; speech=1), comfort as mediator and the PE-index as dependent variable 

revealed a significant indirect effect (b=.24, SE=.14, CI95%[.02;.55]). Adjusting for the indirect 

effect through comfort, the direct effect of modality on the PE-index remains significant (b=.87, 

SE=.36, CI95%[.16;1.58], p=.018). 

Perceived information quantity. The same ANOVA on perceived information quantity 

revealed no significant effect (MOverall=4.51, SD=1.94; F<1). 

Perceived paralinguistic information. The same ANOVA on perceived paralinguistic 

information revealed a significant effect (F(1,111)=4.32, p=.040, η2=.04). Participants in the 

speech condition (M=6.02, SD=2.16) thought that the way they spoke responses revealed more 

information about them than participants in the text condition thought that the way they typed 

responses did (M=5.20, SD=2.04). A mediation analysis using the Process Macro Model 4 

(Hayes 2013) with 10,000 bootstrap resamples using modality as independent variable (text=0; 

speech=1), perceived paralinguistic information as mediator and the PE-index as dependent 

variable did not reveal a significant indirect effect (b=-.09, SE=.09, CI95%[-.32;.04]). 

Word count. The same ANOVA on average word count revealed no significant effect 

(MOverall=5.85, SD=3.82; F<1). 
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APPENDIX 2 – TARGETED ADS STUDY 

 

This study aimed to test consequences of information flow practices counter to consumers’ PE 

for spoken versus textual information disclosures. Particularly, we test these consequences in the 

context of targeted ads and hypothesized that targeted ads that make unconstrained information 

flows apparent, lead to greater feelings of privacy violation and reduced receptivity to the 

targeted ad when based on information disclosed in spoken versus text form.  

To elaborate, consumers are commonly targeted with ads that are based on information 

consumers have provided in a different context. That is, targeted ads are often displayed by a 

different entity than the one the information it is based on has been initially disclosed to, is 

presented sometime after the information has been disclosed, and often is presented on a 

different device and/ or website than the one information has been disclosed on. Consequently, 

being targeted with an ad based on information disclosed to another entity at an earlier time, and 

on a different website/device makes it apparent that the disclosed information has transcended 

the social, temporal, and spatial boundaries of the information exchange, in which the 

information the ad is based on was disclosed. As consumers have higher PE (i.e., reduced 

acceptance of unconstrained information flow practices) for spoken versus textual information 

disclosures, consumers who disclose information by speaking versus typing should experience 

increased privacy violations when presented with a targeted ad. Additionally, such increased 

privacy violations should affect consumers’ receptivity to targeted ads limiting their 

effectiveness. We tested this prediction in a practically relevant context: Google searches. 

Method 
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 Participants were individually seated in a private laboratory rooms. In part 1 of the study, 

participants were told to imagine that they would go on a weekend trip to Atlanta and that they 

wanted to put together an itinerary for their trip. For this purpose, participants should Google 

five things to do in Atlanta and write their selection on a piece of paper placed next to the laptop. 

Specifically, participants were asked to look for a 1. sight, 2. museum, 3. restaurant, 4. bar or 

club, 5. A show (comedy, concert, musical, or play). The search for a restaurant was the critical 

part, as participants were shown an ad for a restaurant in phase 2. Participants were given five 

minutes for this task (a timer was displayed on the survey page for them to check the time) and 

told that they could google for other personal things if they finished early.  

Participants were assigned to one of two conditions (voice-search and text-search) and 

were instructed to entered search terms either by typing or by speaking into the built-in laptop-

microphone using the Google voice functionality. The keyboard was disabled in the latter 

condition to ensure that participants used the voice functionality. 

Afterwards, participants were displayed a unique code that they were instructed to write 

down on a post-it next to them, to step out of their private room, and get the research assistant’s 

attention. The research assistant then opened a second laptop in the private room and instructed 

participants to complete the remaining studies in the experimental session on that other laptop. 

Participants completed about 45 minutes of unrelated studies before starting part 2. 

 At the beginning of part 2, participants were instructed to enter their unique code from 

part 1. After entering the code, participants were informed that the search terms they used in the 

first study in this experimental session (i.e., part 1 of this study) were saved and an ad is now 

being generated based on inferences drawn from the search terms they used in their Google 

searches. After 20 seconds, participants were presented with an ad. Since one of the search goals 
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was to look for was a restaurant, participants were shown an ad for a restaurant adopted from 

Summers, Smith, and Reczek (2016; Appendix A). By being presented with an ad in the 

Qualtrics environment based on search terms disclosed to Google with a 45-minute time delay on 

a different device than the one they used for the Google searches, the social (ostensible 

information sharing of Google with the researchers), temporal (information is saved beyond the 

search), and spatial (information is transmitted across devices) boundaries of the information 

exchange (i.e., the Google search) have been transcended.  

Afterwards, participants indicated the degree to which they feel like their privacy has 

been violated (1=not at all; 7=very much). As a measure of ad effectiveness, participants stated 

their agreement with the statements “I am interested in visiting the website of eatery 21” and “I 

am interested in dining at eatery 21” (-3=strongly disagree; 0=neither agree nor disagree; 

+3=strongly agree; coded from 1-7). These two items were highly correlated (r = .83) and 

averaged into an index. In order to ensure that differences in ad effectiveness are not a function 

of differences in perceived personal fit of the ad based on the specific search terms used, 

participants indicated how good a match the personalized ad was for them based on their Google 

search terms (1=not a good match at all; 7=a very good match). 

 185 participants completed part 1 of which 174 (Gender: 87 female, 86 male, 1 did to 

indicate; Age: M=20.06, SD=1.51) also completed part 2 (dropout between part 1 and 2 did not 

differ between conditions; (voice-search=6; text-search=5; χ2(1) < 1). 

Results 

Privacy violations. Participants indicated higher privacy violations in the voice-search 

(M=4.08, SD=1.97) versus text-search condition (M=3.52, SD=1.84; F(1,172)=3.74, p=.055, 

η2=.02). 
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Ad effectiveness. Participants indicated reduced interest in the restaurant displayed in the 

ad in the voice-search (M=3.47, SD=1.44) versus text-search condition (M=3.94, SD=1.51; 

F(1,172)=4.55, p=.034, η2=.03). 

Ad fit. Conditions did not differ in perceived ad match (voice-search: M=3.02, SD=1.63; 

text-search: M=3.24, SD=1.65; F<1). 

Mediation analysis. A mediation analysis with 10,000 bootstrap resamples using 

modality as independent variable (text-search=0; voice-search=1), privacy violations as 

mediator, and ad receptivity as dependent variable revealed a marginally significant indirect 

effect (b=-.07, SE=.05, CI90[-.164; -.001], p<.10). This indirect effect becomes significant when 

adjusting for perceived ad fit (b=-.09, SE=.05, CI95[-.210; -.002], p<.05). 

Discussion 

 The results of this study provide preliminary evidence that not meeting consumers’ 

increased privacy expectations for spoken versus textual disclosures leads to increased feelings 

of privacy violations, which, in turn, negatively affect targeted ad effectiveness. 
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Figure 1 PE (±SE) in Study 1. 

 

 

Figure 2  PE (±SE) in Study 2. 
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Figure 3 PE (±SE) in Study 3. 
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